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Initiative Objectives

1. Explore how East Coast fishery governance and 
management issues will be affected by climate 
driven change in fisheries, particularly changing 
stock availability and distributions.

1. Advance a set of tools and processes that 
provide flexible and robust fishery management 
strategies, which continue to promote fishery 
conservation and resilient fishing communities, 
and address uncertainty in an era of climate 
change.



East Coast Scenario Planning Initiative Timeline

Fall 2020 –
Summer 2021

Summer – 
Fall 2021 Winter 2022 Summer 2022 Fall 2022 - 

Spring 2023
Summer 2023 and 
beyond



Resulting Scenarios: East Coast Fisheries in 2040

Predictability of conditions / ability of science to assess by 2040

Stock productivity &
 replacem

ent

Mostly 
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Ocean Pioneers: 
A 'wild west' of new ocean users, risk-

taking fishery operators taking advantage 
of confusing, unpredictable but 
ultimately positive conditions.

Compound Stress Fractures: 
A world with multiple sources of stress face 

operators and managers, where the industry 
fractures between some who play it smart, and 

others who lose out.

Checks & Balance: 
Where strong science combines with 

collaborative management to help 
mitigate and adapt to climate-driven 

changes in the ocean.

Sweet and Sour Seafood:
A world where the science is good, but the 

news is bad. Success comes from 
anticipating lower stocks and preparing for 

new catch limits.



Key Topics identified by Councils/Commissions
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1. Cross-Jurisdictional 
Governance

2. Managing Under 
Uncertainty

3. Data sources and 
partnerships



Summit Meeting - February 2023

● Goal: develop set of potential governance 
& management actions resulting from 
scenario-based exploration of the future

● Capstone meeting of East Coast Scenario 
Planning Process

● Attended by over 50 fishery managers 
representing 3 East Coast Councils, 
ASMFC, and NOAA Fisheries

● Discussions focused on 3 main themes, 
with breakout conversations, prioritization 
of potential actions, discussions regarding 
next steps

● Materials: East Coast Climate Change Scenario Planning Summit 
— Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (mafmc.org)

https://www.mafmc.org/council-events/2023/scenario-planning-summit
https://www.mafmc.org/council-events/2023/scenario-planning-summit


Summit Report

Executive Summary
1. Introduction
2. Overarching Themes
3. Summit Design & Agenda
4. Theme Details:

● Summary of Breakout Group 
Conversations

● Summary of Suggested Potential Actions
● Plenary Discussion on Next Steps

1. Reflections & Concluding Thoughts
2. Appendices:

● Summit Participants
● Breakout Groups: Details Notes by 

Theme
● Results of Prioritization Exercise

Available at: ECSP+Summit+Report_April+2023.pdf (squarespace.com)

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/511cdc7fe4b00307a2628ac6/t/645e5d7dd274170678a4b114/1683905918257/ECSP+Summit+Report_April+2023.pdf


Introduction to Action Menu

Purpose of Action Menu
• Expand on ideas discussed at summit, particularly next steps for 

potential actions that did not receive plenary discussion
• Group actions by theme, and after NRCC meeting, by priority
• Identify next steps and who might work on each one
• Use as planning tool to guide work on collective and individual 

priorities
• Intent that this becomes living document that is regularly revisited 

Structure of Action Menu
• Introduction
• Leadership and staff roles
• High priority potential actions
• Medium priority potential actions (Watch List)
• Parking Lot actions 
• List of all actions, by priority



NRCC + SAFMC Review of Action Menu - May 2023

● Provided input on
○ Action descriptions and content
○ Whether each action is a high, medium, or low 

priority
 High priority: address near term or already 

occurring
 Medium priority: “watch list”
 Parking lot: lower priority; not feasible or 

prioritized for near term but retained for 
possible future consideration

○ Revisions to specific next steps 
○ Where additional groundwork is needed before 

considering certain issues



NRCC + SAFMC Review of Action Menu - May 2023

● Formed two groups to continue this work:
East Coast Climate Coordination Group

(leadership level)
Climate Innovation Group

(staff level)
■ Oversee the implementation of actions 
■ Ensure actions are prioritized, jointly or 

by individual management 
organizations, estimate resources 
needed, and executed in a coordinated 
fashion

■ Meet at least once per year

■ Identify ideas worthy of consideration by the 
Climate Coordination Group

■ Review changes to the factors shaping East 
Coast fishery management

■ Highlight potential actions from the broader 
list of Summit suggestions

■ Generate any new potential actions
■ Present an update of changes and revised 

potential actions to the Climate Coordination 
Group



Scenario Planning Toolkit

• Designed to be used by any East 
Coast fishery stakeholder

• Summarizes the ECSP scenario 
work and offers suggestions for 
how other groups can use the 
material to have valuable 
conversations about the 
challenges of climate change

• Includes presentations, draft 
agendas, scenario creation 
worksheets, and guidelines for 
use https://www.mafmc.org/scenario-planning-toolkit 

https://www.mafmc.org/scenario-planning-toolkit


General Next Steps
• Other Council/Commission Discussions

• June NEFMC 
• August ASMFC
• August MAFMC
• September SAFMC

• Each group considers their preferred near-term priorities during annual 
priorities setting for participating organizations

• Initial East Coast Climate Coordination Group and Climate Innovation 
Group meetings
• Coordination Group expected to meet in conjunction with Nov. NRCC 
• Core Team will continue to coordinate pending establishment of Climate 

Innovation Group, after Coordination Group defines its role & 
membership



Today’s Council Discussion

• General feedback on scenario planning 
process and outcomes 

• Where should the MAFMC go from 
here, for our own actions and in 
collaboration with other orgs?

• What should be incorporated into the 
2024 implementation plan? Longer term 
priorities?



Staff Recommendations: Summary

2024 implementation plan possibilities:
• G1: Reevaluate Council committee structure, use, 

and decision making.

• G2: Reevaluate and potentially revise Advisory 
Panel representation.

• Hire a contractor to conduct a program review of 
the management process. (M2: Streamlining FMP 
documentation and rulemaking)

• Integrate potential actions into the Council’s 
2025-2029 Strategic Plan and Research Priorities 
documents

• EAFM risk assessment revisions: consider M1: 
Identify ecosystem-level contextual information 
to incorporate climate information into 
management decisions

Longer term: 
• G3: Develop joint management 

agreements with ASMFC addressing roles 
and efficiency

• D3: Identify benefits/logistics of 
recreational study fleet

• Consider approaches to integrating 
scenario planning outcomes into EAFM 
framework/initiatives 

• Guidance document to consider climate 
resilience/adaptability in FMP actions



High Priority Potential Action G1: Reevaluate Council committee 
structure, use, and decision making

● Description: Address representation concerns by re-evaluating 
committee representation and use for species with distribution 
changes and governance challenges. Consider enhancing the role 
of committees in decision making and moving toward greater 
alignment in committee use across Councils. 

● Potential next step: Participate in a leadership planning 
exercise (planned by Climate Coordination Group?) to explore 
options for committee-based decision-making, committee 
structure, and committee use, building on ideas discussed at the 
Summit

● Barriers and Considerations: 
○ Possibilities for committee membership/voting need to be 

within what is permitted by MSA
○ Multiple interrelated aspects of committee use to consider may 

add complexity
○ Need to ensure changes don’t make process less nimble

Potential Action Menu pages 7-8



High Priority Potential Action G2: Reevaluate and potentially revise 
Advisory Panel representation

● Description: Address representation concerns driven by 
changing distributions and other climate-driven changes in 
fisheries by ensuring advisory panel representation remains 
appropriate. 

● MAFMC potential next step: Council will conduct AP 
appointment cycle in 2024 (current term runs through June 
2024). As part of this, consider possible changes in 
representation needs based on changing biological and 
socioeconomic circumstances.  

● Barriers and Considerations: 
○ Struggles with AP participation/engagement
○ Challenge of reaching/engaging potential new AP 

members not currently engaged in process
Potential Action Menu page 9



Contract a program review of Council’s management action processes (related to High 
Priority Potential Action M2: Streamlining FMP documentation and rulemaking)

● Council, in cooperation with GARFO, should 
review processes for development and 
documentation of fishery management 
actions to identify opportunities for 
improvement in the areas of efficiency and 
adaptability. 

● Hire contractor to conduct program review 
and provide recommendations for 
streamlining process and increasing 
adaptability and nimbleness.

Potential Action Menu page 13



Integrate scenario planning themes/actions into the development of the Council’s 
2025-2029 Strategic Plan and Research Priorities

● During development of Council’s 2025-2029 
strategic plan and research priorities, 
integrate scenario planning outcomes 
(themes and potential actions) where 
applicable.

● Specific research priority for consideration: 
develop process/methodology to 
characterize and track distribution changes 
for our managed species in a more 
comprehensive manner. 



EAFM Risk Assessment: Consider High Priority Potential Action M1 to Identify 
ecosystem-level contextual information for management decisions

● Development of the Council’s updated risk 
assessment in 2024 could consider scenario 
planning outcomes and alternative ways to 
integrate the risk assessment into 
management. 

● The scenario planning potential actions, 
together with the risk assessment, could also 
inform the Council’s next priority project(s) 
under the EAFM initiatives. 

Potential Action Menu page 12



Staff Recommendations: Longer Term

High Priority Potential Action G3: Develop joint management agreements with 
aim of clarifying roles and increasing efficiency. 

• Potential action menu next step: “Review joint FMPs and agreements between the 
MAFMC and Commission (summer flounder/scup/black sea bass/bluefish) to 
identify areas for improved efficacy and efficiency.” 

Evaluate potential for a recreational study fleet, to address High Priority Action 
D3: Expand study fleet, include recreational fisheries, and ensure data are used.

• Pilot program in progress for New England groundfish for-hire study fleet; could be 
expanded in the future to other areas and fisheries

• Mid-Atlantic Council could also consider separate program if feasible
• Additional evaluation needed to determine goals, costs, benefits, logistics



Consider approaches to integrating scenario planning outcomes and 
actions into the existing, or a revised, EAFM framework and future 
initiatives

Consider developing a guiding document or policy to consider 
climate resilience in its fishery management plans and other work

• e.g., climate resilience framework for developing and evaluating management 
actions 

• Could integrate considerations across several of the scenario planning actions and 
themes

• Purpose/objectives could be sharpened during a future discussion as appropriate 

Staff Recommendations: Longer Term



Staff Recommendations: Summary

2024 implementation plan:
• G1: Reevaluate Council committee structure, use, 

and decision making.

• G2: Reevaluate and potentially revise Advisory 
Panel representation.

• Hire a contractor to conduct a program review of 
the management process. (M2: Streamlining FMP 
documentation and rulemaking)

• Integrate potential actions into the Council’s 
2025-2029 Strategic Plan and Research Priorities 
documents

• EAFM risk assessment revisions: consider M1: 
Identify ecosystem-level contextual information 
to incorporate climate information into 
management decisions

Longer term: 
• G3: Develop joint management 

agreements with ASMFC addressing roles 
and efficiency

• D3: Identify benefits/logistics of 
recreational study fleet

• Consider approaches to integrating 
scenario planning outcomes into EAFM 
framework/initiatives 

• Guidance document to consider climate 
resilience/adaptability in FMP actions
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